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• The savings behavior of target date strategy
investors in workplace retirement plans has
been consistent over time, even during
episodic stock market declines.
• The percentage of investors exchanging out
of target date strategies during recent stock
market declines was low regardless of which
type of glide path was used, though investors in a strategy with a “through” glide path
(reaching the most conservative stock allocation several years into retirement) were more
likely to remain invested than those in a “to”
glide path (reaching the most conservative
stock allocation at the date of retirement).
• Workplace plan participants who were
auto-enrolled into a target date strategy via
their plan were more likely to stay invested
than those who opted into a target date
strategy by choice.

Target date strategies were launched 20 years ago as a single
investment option designed to help investors who did not have
the skill, will, or time to identify and manage an age-based asset
allocation over an extended horizon. Because staying invested,
particularly during declining markets, is an important tenet of
long-term investing, we analyzed the behavior among target
EXHIBIT 1: Few investors nearing retirement altered their
investment during the 2007–09 bear market.
Daily Exchanges out of Fidelity 2010 Freedom Fund during
2007–2009 Bear Market
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Key Takeaways

Based on all actively employed participants in defined contribution plans
administered by Fidelity who were 100% invested in Fidelity’s Freedom 2010
Fund during the prior month, where participant ages fall within a five-year
window of projected retirement in 2010. Daily exchanges out includes any full
or partial exchange. S&P 500 Index data represents daily closing price. Fidelity
data, as of Dec. 31, 2015.
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Target date strategy investors remained
engaged during 2007–2009 bear market
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EXHIBIT 2: Retirement investors who owned a target date strategy with a “through” glide path (left) were more likely to remain
invested than those in a “to” glide path (right); however, exchanges out of a strategy with either glide path was low.
Comparison of Daily Exchanges in 2015 out of 2020 Target
Date Strategy with a “Through” Glide Path
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Based on all actively employed participants in defined contribution plans administered by Fidelity who were 100% invested in a single 2020 target date fund during
the prior month, where participant ages fall within a five-year window of projected retirement in 2020. “Through” glide path represented by participant investors in
Fidelity’s Freedom 2020 Fund. “To” glide path represented by participant investors in a 2020 target date mutual fund using a “to” glide path, according to the
investment provider and Morningstar Inc. Daily exchanges out includes any full or partial exchange. S&P 500 Index data represents daily closing price. Fidelity data,
as of Dec. 31, 2015.
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period (Exhibit 2). It’s unclear from the data why this pattern

had a peak daily exchange rate of nearly 0.50%. Although

exists, but it’s worth monitoring going forward. Importantly,

exchange rates for both investor groups remained low,

however, the number of exchanges among investors in each

those who were automatically enrolled were more likely to

type of glide path was low during this period, indicating that

stay the course during downturn.

a glide path choice did not appear to drive many target date

For plan sponsors, these results indicate that workplace plan

investors out of their planned, long-term investment.

designs with an auto-enrollment feature may be more likely,
on the margin, to keep target date strategy participants

Investors auto-enrolled into a target date
strategy were more likely to stay invested
during 2007–09 bear market

invested in their strategy during volatile markets. A recent
industry study indicated that investors in target date
strategies historically have experienced realized returns

Employees who were automatically enrolled into their

quite similar to the actual published returns of their strategy,

workplace retirement plan were less likely to exchange
out of their target date strategy during a bear market than
those who opted into a target date strategy by choice, our
findings showed. During the 2007–2009 bear market period,
auto-enrolled investors exchanged out of their 2010 target
date strategy at a peak daily exchange rate of less than

due to their systematic investing via workplace retirement
plans and their ability to maintain their investment strategy
through market downturns.2 In comparison, the returns
realized by investors owning strategies in other categories
were significantly lower than the actual returns of the
strategies, and this return gap was largely attributed to poor

0.20%, while those who were not enrolled automatically
and chose to purchase a target date strategy on their own

investor behavior decisions, such as exchanging out of
their strategies at the wrong time.

EXHIBIT 3: Workplace plan participants who were automatically enrolled into a target date strategy were more likely to stay
invested than those who opted in by choice.
Comparison of Daily Exchanges out of 2010 Target Date Strategies Based on Enrollment (2007–2015)
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Based on all actively employed participants in corporate defined contribution plans (including advisor-sold DC) administered by Fidelity who were actively employed by
a plan sponsor and 100% invested in the indicated target family for the indicated year (2010) during the prior month, whose ages are consistent with an age-based
allocation within a five-year window of projected retirement. Auto-enrollment: participants who were auto-enrolled into the stated target date fund by their plan. Daily
exchanges out includes any full or partial exchange. Fidelity data, as of Dec. 31, 2015.
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Final thoughts: Many target date strategy
investors follow the plan
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objective requires both consistent savings behavior on
behalf of workplace plan participants, and risk-appropriate
investment returns from an investment manager (see Fidelity
Leadership Series paper “Retirement Study: Effective Plan
Design and Glide Path Choices Led to Better Outcomes”).
A long time horizon can serve as an advantage for retirement
investors, provided savings discipline is maintained,
particulary during volatile or declining markets. Our analysis
indicates most target date investors have maintained
prudent investment behavior during episodic stock market
downturns, and that discipline is likely to help target date
strategy investors seeking to achieve a desired standard of
living in retirement.
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Endnotes
1. The 2015 period was chosen to illustrate investor behavior primarily because an adequate sample size of data was not available for “to” glide paths during the 2007–09
bear market period. Several investment management companies launched target date funds with “to” glide paths after the 2007–09 bear market. 2. “Mind the Gap 2016,”
Morningstar Inc., June 10, 2016.
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